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Tech Crunch at nyt esa Verizon Mediaa. I am Kumpanim Sairiteme Ja/Thai Kaitamme Titha Leiteltash Evastaden ja Vastavien Tenyquoidan Avra Henkilekotaisten Minosten ja Sisanoren Nittamizen Meinosten ja Sisayon Mittaamizen, Ilysen Nachemiksin Ja Tuothitien Henkyethietjasi Satetan Kaitata Tietoha Lytestasi JA Internet Iteidesta
IP-ooitteesi mukaan lukien Seraamine ja Hakutoiminnot Verizon Media -verkkosiv Ustgen Ja-Soverusten Kaiton Aika Inti Risatietsi Titjesi Kaitesta Antavat TietosoOyayainte ja Everstekaitanto Mafrestasi Tietjesi Keshiterin Verizon Median Ja Kumpanydenme Toymesta, Barice Hivacsin, Tai Barice Khalice Acetuksia Saadaxesi Risatietha ja
Harrinoydaxesi Weiftoetohasi. Vois Weider Varintasi Miloin Tahansa Ikshishii Denhalinta Acetussasi Adobe today announced that Adobe Experience Manager (AEM) is now available as a cloud-native SaaS application. Before that, it was no longer available as an on-premises or managed service, but it was not purely cloud-native.
Obviously, being available as a cloud service makes sense to the customer and provides all the value that can come from any cloud service. Customers have access to all AEM tools, providing marketing teams with flexibility, agility, and continuous access to the latest updates without having to worry about maintenance, management, and
updates. This value proposal did not escape Roni Stark, senior director of Adobe strategy and product marketing. There will be compelling offers for medium-sized companies and companies that are increasingly transforming the adoption of advanced digital tools but need simpler and more flexibility to support their changing business
models, Stark said in a statement. AEM provides a variety of features, including real-time management of customer experiences. With real-time access to your data, you can always understand what you know about your customers and provide meaningful products, services, and experiences. Plus, you can meet your customers wherever
you are. Today, it could be a company website, mobile app or other channel. Companies need to be flexible in adjusting their content to fit what they know about a particular channel or customer. It is interesting to note that AEM is based on the purchase of day software in 2010. The company originally developed a web content
management product, but over time it evolved to become an Adobe Experience Manager, and since then it has continued to function to meet the requirements of the experience platform. Today, this product includes tools for content management, asset management, and digital forms. The company announced today at NRF 2020, a huge
retail conference in New York this week. In Brazil, where father-rightism and family business take place,I am the president of a manufacturing company that treats 800 employees like responsible adults. Most people, including factory workers, set their own working hours. All people have access to the company's books. The majority vote
on the decisions of many important companies. Regardless of the description of the job, everyone is paid on a monthly basis, and more than 150 executives have set their own salaries and bonuses. This may sound like an unwreasing way to run a business, but it seems to work. Near the financial disaster of 1980, Semco is now one of
the fastest growing companies in Brazil, with a profit margin of 10% in 1988 with sales of USD 37 million. Our five plants produce a variety of sophisticated products, including marine pumps, digital scanners, commercial dishwashers, truck filters, and mixing equipment for everything from bubble gum to rocket fuel. Our customers include
Alcoa, Saab and General Motors. We have built many cookie factories in Nabisco, Nestle and United Biscuits. Our multinational competitors include AMF, Worthington Industries, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and Carriers. Management organizations, labor unions and news organizations have repeatedly nominated the best company to
work for in Brazil. In fact, we no longer advertise our work. Word of mouth generates up to 300 applications for all available positions. The top five managers we call counselors - include former human resources managers in Ford Brazil, 15 years veteran Chrysler executives, and people who quit their jobs as presidents of big companies to
come to Semco. When he joined the company in 1980, 27 years after his father was founded, Semco had about 100 employees, manufactured hydraulic pumps for ships, made about four million dollars in revenue, and was on the verge of catastrophe. Between 1981 and 1982, we searched banks for loans from banks to fight persistent,
well-founded rumors that the company was in danger of going down. We often read files throughout the night, looking for desk drawers for veteran executives, looking for clues about contracts since they were made privately and privately forgotten. Most managers and external directors agreed to two immediate needs: specialization and
diversification. In fact, these measures have been discussed for years, but they have not progressed beyond wishing thinking. For two years, we asked for a license at our fingertips to manufacture products from other companies in Brazil. We traveled constantly. One day, I remember being in Oslo for breakfast, New York for lunch,
Cincinnati for dinner, and San Francisco at night. The fault was great. Our company lacked an international reputation, and so did our country. Brazil's political errace and Draconian business regulations have scared many companies. Still, good luck and unrelenting program of defeatThe bushes of the four continents have finally come to
fruit. By 1982, we had signed seven licensing agreements. Our seafood division (formerly the entire company) fell to 60% of total sales. In addition, all managers and directors were experts who had nothing to do with their families. When Semco recovered, it entered the acquisition phase with millions of dollars sedding and millions of
dollars lost over the next few years. All of this growth was funded by banks at interest rates that generally exceeded inflation by 30 percent, from 40 percent to 900 percent each year. At that time, Brazil did not have long-term funds, so the maximum duration of these loans was 90 days. We didn't get a cent from the government or
incentive agencies, and we never paid a penny for a transplant or bribe. How did you survive doing it? Of course, hard work. And good luck - the basis of the success of all businesses. However, I think the most important thing was a drastic change in the concept of management. Without these changes, even hard work and good luck
could have pulled us out. Semco has three basic values and is based on about 30 management programs. Values such as democracy, profit sharing, and information work in complex circles, each of which depends on two other values. If we eliminate one, others are meaningless. Our corporate structure, employee freedom, trade union
relationships and factory-scale limitations are all the products of our commitment to these principles. Porting a management program from one company to another is by no means easy. In South America, it is adm that we cannot replicate our structure and style. Semco is too small, too big, too far, too young, too old, or too unpleasant. We
may also be too professional. We manufacture cellular technically sophisticated products and work at high ends in quality and price. So our critics may be right. Perhaps what we've done is nothing that can be a blueprint for everyone else. Still, in an industrial world where that method shows obvious signs of fatigue, the benefit of sharing
experience is to encourage experiments and plant seeds of conceptual change. So, what the hell is that? The first of the three values of participating hot air semco is democracy, that is, the involvement of employees. Obviously, workers who control working conditions will be happier than those who don't. Obviously, there is no dispute
between a company that buys strict compliance with the labor force and a company that enjoys the enterstal participation of its employees. But for about 90% of the time, participating management is just hot air. The intention is not good. Implementing employee engagement is very complex, very difficult, not uncommon, and easier to talk
to. We've found four major obstaclesParticipating management: size, hierarchy, lack of motivation, ignorance. In a huge production unit, people feel that they can't influence the way they work and the ultimate benefits, they can't be small, nameless, and can't influence. This sense of helplessness is emphasized by managers (sometimes
even going to the bathroom) who refuse to make their own decisions. But even if they can overcome scale and hierarchy, why do workers need to care about productivity and the company's profits? Humans were not designed to work in large groups. Until recently, our ancestors were hunters and gatherings. For more than five million
years, they have refined their ability to work in groups of about 12 people. Then there was the Industrial Revolution, and suddenly workers are trying to function efficiently in factories that employ hundreds or even thousands. Organizing these hundreds into a team of about 10 members may help some teams, but there are still limits to how
many small teams can work together. At Semco, the most effective production unit consists of about 150 people. The exact number is open to discussion, but it is clear that thousands of people in one facility are making individual involvement an illusion. When we made the decision to keep the unit small, we immediately focused on one
facility of more than 300 people. The unit produced commercial food service equipment such as slicers, scales, meat crushers and mixers, and used MRP II systems connected to IBM mainframes with dozens of terminals throughout the plant. It took two days to complete the paperwork from one end of the factory to the other. Over-
inventory, slow delivery, and quality issues were common. We tried various worker participation programs, quality circles, kanban systems and motivation schemes, all of which got off to a great start, but lost momentum within a few months. The whole thing was too big and complicated. There were too many managers holding too many
meetings in too many layers. So we decided to split the facility into three separate factories. First, all three buildings were stored in the same building, but certain auxiliary functions such as entrance, entrance, inventory, telephone, human resources, management information system, and internal control were separated. We also discarded
the mainframe in favor of three independent PC-based systems. The first effect of the split was an increase in costs due to overlapping efforts and economic losses of scale. Unfortunately, the balance sheet chalks up such items as liabilities, and all dollar figures are attached.At first, there is nothing to list on the asset side, and airy things
like increased involvement and sense of belonging. But the long-term results exceeded our expectations. Within a year, sales doubled. Inventory decreased from 136 days to 46 days. We have announced eight new products that have been stagnant for two years in research and development. Overall quality has improved to the point that
the rejection rate of one-third of the federally inspected scale is reduced to less than 1%. Increased productivity can reduce labor by 32% through wear and tear and retirement incentives. I'm claiming that I've achieved all of this just by reducing the size, but reducing the size is essential to keep in touch with employees so that they can
adjust their work. The distance we want to eliminate comes from having too many people in one place, but it also comes from having a pyramid hierarchy. Pyramids and circles The pyramids of the organization are the cause of the evil of many companies because the tip is too far from the base. Pyramids emphasize power, promote
anxiety, distort communication, hinder interaction, and make it very difficult for people who make plans and those who execute to move in the same direction. So Semco designed a circle of organizations. Its biggest advantage is reducing the management level to three (one enterprise level and two operational levels) in the manufacturing
unit. It consists of three heart circles. One small central circle contains five people who integrate the company's movements. These are the counselors I mentioned before. I'm also one of them, except for a couple of legal documents that call me president, counselors are the only title I use. The second large circle contains the heads of
eight departments. Finally, the third huge circle will hold all the other employees. Most of them are people we call associates. No one does research, design, sales, or manufacturing work and reports on a regular basis. But some of them are permanent and temporary teams and task leaders that we call coordinators. Counselors, partners,
coordinators, and stakeholders. This is four titles and three management layers. The key to the system is a group that includes all the people who were called coordinators, supervisors, managers, heads, or chiefs. Only associates report to the coordinator. The coordinator does not report to another coordinator: its function of the system
guarantees a reduction in the management layer. Like everyone else, we value leadership, but that's not all we value. For example, in marine pumps, there are application engineers who can look at the layout of a ship and focus on a particular pump and say, If you take this thing to the north of the Arctic Circle, that pump will fail. He earns
far more money than the person who manages himself.We can change the manager, but this guy knows what pump works in the North Pole, and it's worth more. Associates often earn higher salaries than coordinators and partners, so they can increase their status and compensation without needing to enter the Administration line.
Managers and the status and money they enjoy are, in a word, hierarchically the only biggest obstacle to participating management. We had to get managers in the way of democratic decision making and our circulating system is doing it pretty well. But we'll go further. We will not hire or promote people until we are interviewed and
accepted by all our future subordinates. Twice a year, subordinates evaluate managers. Also, twice a year, everyone in the company anonymously fills out a questionnaire on the company's reliability and top management skills. Among other things, ask what it is necessary to leave an employee or go on strike. We make important
decisions together, and certain decisions are made by a vote of the entire company. For example, a few years ago, the marine sector, which manufactures pumps, compressors and ship propellers, needed a larger plant. The real estate agent looked for months and found nothing. So we asked our employees for help, and on the first
weekend there were three factories nearby and sold. We closed the store all day, piled everyone up on the bus, and drove the car to inspect the three buildings. After that, the workers voted and chose plants that the counselors didn't really want. It was an interesting situation to test our participating management efforts. The building
stands across from the Caterpillar plant, one of the most frequently struck factories in Brazil. With our own two tough labor unions, we didn't look forward to the front row seats for all the labor disputes that came together. However, we accepted the employee's decision because we believe that in the long run, allowing people to participate
in decisions that affect their lives will have a positive impact on employee motivation and morale. We bought the building and moved in. The workers designed a flexible manufacturing system layout and hired one of Brazil's most important artists to paint the whole inside and outside, including the machine. The factory is really an
employee's. I feel like a guest every time I walk. It doesn't matter. Annual productivity per employee jumped from USD 14,200 in 1984 to USD 37,500 in 1988, with a target of USD 50,000 in 1989. Over the same period, market share increased from 54% to 62%. Employees also outperformed me in the acquisition of the company, which I
am sure we might have bought. But they felt we weren't ready to digest it, and I lost the vote. In such cases, the Reliability of the Company's managementWe're in danger. Employee engagement must be real, even when management feels uneasy. Anyway, if people who have to manipulate it do not believe that it is feasible, what is the
future of the acquisition? Most of our programs are based on the concept that employees control their lives. In a word, we hire adults and treat them like adults. Think about it. Outside the factory, workers are men and women who elected governments, served in the military, lead community projects, raise families, educate them, and make
daily decisions about the future. Friends ask for their advice. The sales representative brought them to justice. Children and grandchildren seek wisdom and experience from them. But the moment they enter the factory, the company turnes them into young people. They must wear badges and name tags, arrive at a certain time, punch the
clock or line up to eat lunch, get permission to go to the toilet, give a long explanation every time they are five minutes late, and follow the instructions without asking many questions. One of the first moves when I ruled Semuco was to abolish norms, manuals, rules and regulations. Everyone knows you can't run a large organization
without regulations, but everyone knows that most regulations are poppy cocks. They rarely solve problems. On the contrary, there are usually some obscure corners of the rule book that make the worst stupidity that people can think of. Common sense is a risky tactic because it require personal responsibility. It is also true that common
sense require a touch of civil disobedience every time someone calls attention to something that is not working. We liberated Throe and Tom Paynes in the factory and had to recognize that civil disobedience was not an early sign of a revolution, but a clear sign of common sense in the workplace. So we replace all knit picking regulations



with common sense rules and put our employees in a tough position. For example, there is no dress code. The idea that personal appearance is important in any job is ridiculous. I've heard that sales representatives, receptionists, and service representatives are company calling cards, but in reality that's how ridiculous they are.
Companies that need business suits to prove their seriousness probably lack more meaningful evidence. And since the receptionist was wearing jeans instead of a dress, what customer canceled the order? IBM is not a great company because its sales staff are dressed to special standards set by Thomas Watson. It's also a great
company to have this fengle. We have also abolished the complex company rules for travel expenses, whether or not people are licing for accommodation.Whether a free call home for theater tickets means 5 or 10 minutes. We used to spend a lot of time discussing things like that. Now we will do everything based on common sense.
Some people stay in four-star hotels, while others live like Sparta. Some people spend two hundred dollars a day, while others can get by for 125 dollars. Or maybe, I think. No one checks expenses, so there's no way to know. In short, we don't care. If we can't trust people with our money and their judgment, we're sure hell shouldn't be
sent abroad to do business in our name. We have abolished security searches, storage padlocks, and audits of the little cash accounts of veteran employees. That doesn't mean we don't really prosecute criminal violations of our trust. We only refuse to humiliate 97% of the workforce to reach out to thieves and two-bit embezzlers from
time to time. To prevent boredom, we recommend that you insist on rotating your work every two to five years. For people over the age of 50 or those who have worked for the company for more than three years, the dismissal process is extra complicated. More experimentally, there's an entry-level management trainee program called
Lost in Space, where every year we hire two people who don't have any job descriptions. The Godfather takes care of them and for a year they can do what they like as long as they try at least 12 different areas and units. By the same logic as managing other employee programs, we also eliminated the time clock. Even on the factory
floor, you'll come and go according to your own schedule. I admit that this idea is hard to swallow. Most manufacturers are not ready for floor flextime in the factory. But our reasoning was simple. First, use a cellular manufacturing system. For example, in a food processing plant, one cell makes only a slicer, another cell makes a scale,
and another cell makes a mixer. Because each cell is self-contained, the product and its problems are separated from each other. Second, we assumed that all employees were reliable adults. I couldn't believe they would come to work every day and sit on their hands because there was no one else. Soon, they thought they would start
adjusting their working hours with their colleagues. And that's exactly what happened. For example, a man wanted to start .m 7 a.m., but the forklift operator didn't come until 8 a.m., so he couldn't get his parts. So the general discussion happened, and the upshot is that now everyone knows how to operate a forklift. In fact, most people
can do some work now. Since this initiative came from the workers themselves, the union has never objected. That was their idea. In addition, when people on the factory floor schedule and manufacture 48 commercial dishwashers this month, we48 play tennis because that's what they build. In one case, a group decided to make 220
meat slicers. By the end of the month, the slicer had finished on schedule, but after repeated phone calls, the supplier had not yet produced the motor. So two employees drove the car, talked to the supplier, and at the end of the day they were able to receive delivery on the 31st. Then they stayed in the entire workforce all night and
finished the lot at 4:45 the next morning. When we introduced flex hour, we decided to hold regular follow-up meetings to track down issues and determine how to deal with abuse and production disruptions. That was many years ago, but we haven't had our first meeting yet. Hunt Woolly Mammoth What do our people behave like this?
Semco will try to respect the hunters who ruled the first 99.9% of the history of our species. If you had to kill a mammoth or do it without dinner, you didn't have time to create an organization chart, assign tasks, or delegate authority. Basically, the person who saw the mammoth from a distance was the official website, the fastest runner
was the headrunner, the most accurate spear was thrown by Grand Marksman, and it was the chief who everyone else respected and listened to the most. That's all there was to it. Distributing a small chart to create the look of an order would have been a waste of time. That's still the case. There are two things that are common to all
managers: If you don't have sleep, 24 hours may be enough. So there's no way to get everything done. After trying to put out the devil's sleep and the temptation to relax for years, I tried the approach suggested by the doctor. Impressed by this image, I learned to manage my time and reduce the workload of work to less than 24 hours.
The first step is to overcome the five myths: 1. The result is proportional to the effort. The flag of Brazil expresses this myth in a slightly different way. It's called order and progress. Of course, they never go together, so you should say, Order or progress. 2. The amount of work is more important than the quality. Psychologically, this myth
may hold water. Executives who put in for hours always said, Well, they didn't advertise me, but you can see how unfair it is. Everyone knows that I can't come here at 8 a.m. and see me without my own children promised. The current reconstruction temporarily requires long working hours. We think of it as a cork in a mountain stream
heading to Lake Placid. However, the lake ahead is Loch Ness. The current temporary emergency is actually permanent. Stop becoming a cork. 4. No one else can do it correctly. The truth is, as everyone does, you can replacewithin a week of your funeral. 5. This problem is urgent. Come on. The real difference between important and
emergency is the difference between thoughtfulness and panic. These are myths. The second step is to master my eight treatments: 1. Set the time to leave the office and follow it blindly. If you usually come home at 7:00, please leave at 6:00. If you take your work home on the weekend, give me a month or two to stop by this vicious
practice. 2. Take half a day, maybe the whole Saturday, stir up a mountain of paper in your office and put it in three mountains. Pile A: A priority item that needs your personal attention and represents an issue of undeniable importance. Put more than four or five documents in this category and if you're not currently the president of your
country, start over. Pile B: Items that require your personal attention, but not immediately. This mountain is very attractive. Everything goes well. But don't fall into a trap: load this thing into your subordinates using 70% testing to do it. Ask yourself: Is there 1st person on my staff who can do this task at least 70% as much as I can? Then
farm it. Whether your subordinates are overworked or not should not be focused on your decision. Keep in mind that the control of your time is an exercise of selfishness. Pile C: A good idea to see items falling under dubious rubrics. One of the most serious executive errors is that you have to read everything a little to get enough
information. Limiting the number of newspapers, magazines, and internal communications you read on a regular basis gives you more time to do important things, such as thinking. And don't forget to keep your reading timely. Information is a corrupt product. 3. When dealing with Pile A, always start with the most difficult or time
consuming. It also helps to have a folder for what you have to do before you go home on that day and make a list of things that can't be undone for a few days or more. Everything else is everything else. 4. Buy another used paper basket. I know that you already have one. But if you invite me to go through a mountain of documents on
your desk, I can fill both with a try. To help you decide what to throw and what to save, ask yourself the question asked by the legendary Alfred P. Sloan Jr.: What's the worst thing that could happen if I throw this out? This second waste basket is an important investment even though you can't fill both on a regular basis. Keep it up anyway.
It has a symbolic value. It will make you a basket snout and behave like a ruler every time you wonder why you bought it. 5. Ask Sloan questions about all lunch and meeting invitations. Don't be timid. And practice.Three RSV: Thanks, I just can't fit it. I can't go, but I think X can. (If you think someone should do it.) Sorry, I can't make it, but
please let me know what happened. Turn a meeting into a quick conversation on the phone or in the hall. When you hold a meeting in the office, when you sit on the edge of a desk or want to end a meeting, you stand up from behind the desk and say, OK, that's it. These tricks are rude, but almost stupid. 6. Give them time to think. I
spend half a day away from the office every week. Take your work home, or work elsewhere, such as a meeting room in another office, a public library, or an airport waiting room, where you can concentrate or far away from the office. In short, a fresh environment can do wonders for productivity. Just make sure you bring a healthy dose of
discipline, especially if you are working from home. 7. My practical but destructive advice about the phone: don't return the phone. Rather, it returns the call only to the person you want to talk to. The others will call you back. Better yet, they will write, and you can spend ten seconds in their letter and give it to the rulers. Two auxiliary bits of
phone advice: ask your assistant to take a detailed message. I always ask them to tell me that I can't make a phone call at this time. (Depending on who it is, your assistant can always take on to see if you can't interrupt.) 8. Close the door. Oh, I know you have an open door policy, but don't be so literal. All I'm saying is, don't combine 10
people and appoint a leader, you can be sure that one will emerge. So it's going to be the same for witnesses, runners, and anything else the group needs. We form a group, but they find their own leader. It's not a lack of structure, it's just a lack of structure imposed from above. But back to that mammoth, why were all members of the
group eager to do their share of work such as sightings, running, spearing and chiefing and stand aside when someone else could do it better? What was important was the result, not the status. Corporate profits are today's mammoth meat. And, the tool of motivation seems to be hardly a capitalist to me though the view that the profit
distribution is a kind of socialist infection spreads. Everyone agrees that profit should belong to anyone who risks their capital, entrepreneurship should be rewarded, and the creation of wealth should enrich the Creator. Well, depending on how you define capital and risk, all these traumas can be applied to workers as much as
shareholders. Still, many profit-sharing programs have failed, and I think we know why. Profit sharing is not motivated even if employees consider it to be just another management team.If it becomes difficult for a company to see how their work relates to profit and understand how those benefits are divided. In the case of Semco, each
department has a separate profit-sharing program. Twice a year, we calculate 23% of the profit after tax on each department's profit and loss statement and check the three employees elected by the department's workers. These three invest money until the unit meets and in a simple majority decision, they can decide what they want to
do with it. In most units, it turned out to be an equal distribution. If the unit contains 150 workers, the total is divided by 150. That's easy. A man cleaning the floor gets as much as a department partner. One department has decided to use the money as a fund to rent out for housing construction. It's a pretty close vote, and workers may
change their minds next year. In the meantime, some of them have already received loans and are starting to build houses. In any case, employees do what they want with money. The counselor will stay away from it. Semco's experience is to take on an extensive program of employee participation when profit sharing criteria are very
clear, simple, clear enough for the lowest-talent employees to understand them, and perhaps most importantly, when employees have monthly access to important company statistics, such as cost, overhead, sales, salaries, taxes, and profits. I am confident that profit sharing is likely to work. Transparency There are many opportunities to
question the low turnover rate of employees, competitive wages, lack of peddility, refusal to give comfort awards when profits decrease, frequent profit sharing (quarterly or once every six months), and management decisions that affect employees' future profits. But there is no more important than these important statistics (short, candid,
frequent reports on the management of the company). Full transparency. No hookaspocas, no hanky panky, no simplification. On the contrary, it is one of their unions that all Semco employees attend classes and teach courses to learn how to read and understand numbers. Each month, each employee gets a balance sheet, profit and
loss analysis, and cash flow statement for his or her department. The report contains about 70 details (by the way, I don't want anyone to think that I'm withholding information more than I use to run a company). Many of our executives were surprised by the decision to share their monthly financial results with all employees. They were
afraid that the workers would want to know everything, such as how much we would pay the officers. When we held the first large-scale meeting to discuss these financial reports with factory committees and metal labor union leaders, the first question we got was, How much will it split?Will we make it? They took their breath. Since then,
factory workers have called them Maharajas. But so what? If executives are embarrassed about their salaries, that probably means they don't earn them. Confidential salaries can not see themselves in the mirror, I live in a capitalist system that is rewarded on a geometric scale. I have spent many years in school, many years of
experience, and am competent, dedicated and intelligent. I'm what I get. I believe that the courage to show real numbers will always have positive results in the long run. On the other hand, you can only show numbers that you go out of your way to assemble, and there are not as many as there used to be. In my view, only large numbers
are important. But Semco's accountants keep saying to me that creating budgets and reports with all the small details doesn't require extra effort because the only way to get a big number is to sum up the small numbers. This is an expensive mistake and difficult to eradicate. A few years ago, the U.S. President of Alice Chalmers visited
Semuco. At the end of the factory tour, he did the reef through our monthly report and budget. At the time, we prepared our numbers five business days a month in a super-organized folder, and those numbers were comprehensive! The man said he was surprised to find such efficiency in a Brazilian company. In fact, he was so impressed
that he asked our Brazilian subsidiary, an organization many times our size, to install a similar system. For months, we walked around like peacocks and told those who cared to hear that our budget system was cutting edge and that the president of the Big American Company ordered his people to copy it. But soon we started to realize
two things. First, our expenses were always too high and they never got off because the accounting department was full of over-paid clerks who did nothing but compile them. Second, there are so many numbers in the folder, our manager hardly anyone was reading them. In fact, we knew less about a company with all that information
than it is now. Today we have a simple accounting system that provides limited but relevant information that we can grasp and act quickly. The cost center of 400 was lowered to 50. We've beheaded hundreds of classifications and dozens of accounting lines. Finally, we can see the company through Haze. (As for Alice Chalmers, I don't
know if it adopted our old system with all the horrible integrity, but I hope not.) A few years later, it began to suffer from serious financial difficulties and eventually lost so much market share and money that it was split and sold.I don't like to think it's our fault. We believe that the flexibility to continuously change the budget in preparing the
budget is much more important than the detailed consistency of the initial number. We also think about the importance of comparing expectations with results. Of course, compare the monthly report with the budget. But we're going to go one step further. At the end of the month, the coordinators in each area indect the receipt, profit
margin, and cost of the unit. When the official numbers come out in a few days, the top manager compares them with guesses to determine how well the coordinator understands their area. The important thing in budgets and reports is that the numbers are less important and people treat them with something that approaches passion.
Three monthly reports, including 70 details, teach how the company operates, tell managers how well they know their units, and tell their employees whether they are profitable. Everyone is working on the same information and everyone is looking forward to its appearance in what I call ferent curiosity. Employers began hiring workers on
an hourly basis during the Industrial Revolution. Their reasons were simple and ferocious. You use up cotton thread at 11:30 in the morning. If you pay people on an hourly basis, you may stop the loom, send everyone home, and pay only for the time they actually worked. You couldn't do that today. The law probably won't allow you. The
labor union will certainly not forgive you. Your own selfish and selfish will strongly refute it. But the system is still alive. The distinction between workers and salaried workers who earn wages is alive, but almost universal, but completely stupid. A new clerk who lives at home and doesn't know how to boil eggs starts with a monthly salary,
but the chief turning operator, who has been in the company for 38 years and is the master sergeant of the Army Reserve, is still paid hourly. At Semco, we eliminated Frederick Winslow Taylor's segmentation and professionalization of his work. We ended the 100-year loneliness of wage analysts. We abolished hourly wages and now
give everyone a monthly salary. We set salaries like this: many of our people belong to labor unions and they collectively negotiate salaries. Other people's salaries include elements of self-determination. Once or twice a year, order a payroll market research and pass it on. We said to the people, Understand where you stand for this thing.
You know what to do. You know what everyone else in the company makes. You know what your friends make in other companies. You know what you need. You know what's fair. Please come back on Monday and tell me what to pay. When people ask too little, we give it to them. By, they understand it and ask for more. When they ask
too much, we give it to them too -- at leastYears. And if they don't feel worth the money, we sit down with them and say, Look, you earn x amount and we don't think you're making x contributions. So, we find something else for you or we don't have a job for you anymore. But with half a dozen exceptions, our people have always named
salaries that we can live with. We will do the same thing in the title. Counselors are counselors and partners are partners. These titles are always the same. But along with the coordinator, it's not very easy. Positions still make too much sense for many people. So we tell the coordinator to make his own title. They know the signals that
need to be sent inside and outside the company. If they want a procurement manager, that's okay. And if they want the Grand Panjan Drum of Imperial Supplies, it's okay too. And that's it. Participation controls people's work, profit sharing gives them a reason to make it better, and information tells them what is working and what is not. We
don't have systems, staff features, analysts, etc. because we let them do whatever hell they want. What we have is the person who sells or makes it, and there is nothing in between. Is there a marketing department? Marketing is a problem for everyone. Everyone knows the price of the product. Everyone knows the cost. Everyone has a
monthly statement that says exactly what each of them makes, how much bronze costs us, and how much overtime we paid. And employees know that 23% of their after-tax profits are in their own interests. We are very, very strict about numbers. I want it to be put in the fourth day of the month, so I can get it back on the 5th. And we are
very strict in financial management, so we can be very lazy about everything else. Employees can paint walls of any color they like. They can come to work whenever they decide. They can wear any dress that will make them comfortable. They can do whatever hell they want. It's up to them to look at the relationship between productivity
and profit and act on it. That.
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